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The Complex Frobenius Theorem and Uniqueness of Solutions 
to the Tangential Cauchy-Riemann Equations* 
I,. K. H~JNT 
Suppose M is a C” real h-dimensional CR-submanifold of @‘I, II 3 I, and 
suppose that iM is the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator on M. Let S be 
a C’ real (K -- I)-dimensional submanifold of M which is noncharacteristic for 
aM at p E S. Conditions are found so that a C” solution f of E,vf,r/ :~: 0 which 
vanishes on one side of S in M must vanish in a neighborhood of p in ik?. If M 
is a real hypersurface, it is known that such unique continuation always exists. 
If the codimension of M in @” is greater than 1, and if the excess dimension of 
the Levi algebra on M is constant, then it is proved that CR-functions on M 
which vanish on one side of S must vanish in a full neighhorhood of p. The 
assumption on the dimension of the Levi algebra allows us to use the Complex 
Frobenius Theorem. Other methods to prove such unique continuation results 
are also developed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a connected Cx real k-dimensional CR-submanifold in C”, it Y- 1. 
The complex structure on CT& induces the Cauchy-Riemann operator a,$, on M. 
Recently, the problems of local and global uniqueness of solutions to the homo- 
geneous tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations have been studied (e.g., see 
[5, 7, 8, 141). In this article we concern ourselves with the local problem only, 
principally in the setting that a Cz~ solutionf of a,j. : 0 vanishes on one side 
of a Ci real (R - I)-dimensional submanifold S of M which is noncharacteristic 
at p E S. We find sufficient conditions that f actually vanishes in an open neigh- 
borhood of p in M. If AZ is a hypersurface in P, then this problem has been 
completely solved for CR-distributions in [7]. Thus wc are interested in the 
local uniqueness theory for g,,[ , where .I2 is a CR-submanifold of C?’ with real 
codimension greater than 1. If the excess dimension of the Levi algebra on M near 
p is constant and maximal, then results from [8] show that our C” CR-functionf 
vanishes in a neighborhood of p in ill. For our principal results of this paper we 
intend to show that if this excess dimension on :‘1(1 near p is constant, then we 
obtain the same results. The main tools in our’proof are the Complex Frobenius 
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Theorem of Yewlander and Nirenberg [IO] and the CR-extension theory found 
in [9]. Under the assumption of constant excess dimension, the Complex 
Frobenius Theorem actually gives us an improved CR-extension result [6]. 
1Vc also want to illustrate a method which proves the local uniqueness result 
in the case that the excess dimension is not necessarily constant on :II near p. 
This method can be applied in the following situations: The CX CR-functions 
on 111 can be approximated on :lZ near p by holomorphic functions in a neigh- 
borhood of 111, and the Levi form on ,I1 restricted to the complex tangent 
direction on 31 at p which is transverse to S at p is nonzero. 
In Section 2 we apply the Complex Frobenius Theorem to prove uniqueness 
results which have been previously mentioned. In the special cases that the 
excess dimension of 11f near p is 0 (a trivial case) or 1 we obtain improved results. 
Section 3 contains the method for proving uniqueness theorems using the 
CR-extension theory of [9] and the classical Holmgren uniqueness theorem. 
2. UNIQUENESS AXD THE COMPLEX FROBENIUS 'THEOREM 
Let M be a C= real R-dimensional submanifold of @“, ?z > I, and let T,(M) 
be the real tangent space to ,lf at p E ill. We denote by H,(M) the largest 
complex subspace of C” contained in T,,(M). If the complex dimension of 
H,JJ1) is constant for every p E ill, then M is a CR-manifold, and H(M) is the 
complex tangent bundle (or holomorphic tangent bundle) to M with fiber H,(M). 
Unless otherwise stated, we assume that M is a CR-submanifold of C’l with 
dime H,(M) >- 0 for p E M. Since the CR-extension theory reduces to the 
generic case (i.e., dim,: H,(M) =: k - n for all p E .‘lZ), all proofs will deal only 
with generic manifolds (see [8], where it is shown that the CR-case reduces to the 
generic case when studying uniqueness). 
By a,,, we denote the Cauchy-Riemann operator on ill, which is given locally 
in terms of vector fields of the conjugate holomorphic tangent bundle (see [7]). 
A Cm function f (or distribution u) defined on 1Vf is a CR-function (or CR-distri- 
bution) on M if the vector fields just mentioned vanish when applied to f (or u in 
the distribution sense). 
The Levi algebra of M is the Lie subalgebra of complex vector fields generated 
by sections of H(hZ) and p(:lZ), where H(M) is the conjugate bundle to H(M). 
The Levi algebra is denoted by P’(X), and we make the assumption that the 
dimension of -Y(M) is constant. Then ,Y(ill) is the algebra of sections of a 
vector bundle I?, and H(M) @ [r(M) C I-. Let 
e = fiber dimc( I-‘,‘N(alI) 9 /1(,10). 
Then e is called the excess dimension of the I,evi algebra. -1 detailed discussion 
of these concepts is given in [3]. 1Ve assu~ne that the Levi algebra is non- 
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degenerate in the sense that e %. 0 implies the Levi form (see Section 3) is 
nonvanishing. 
We shall need a statement of the Complex Frobenius Theorem, and w-e gi\Te 
one which is worded to fit easily into our applications. 
THEOREM 1 [lo]. Let S, ,... , -I-,;,, be complex z’ector fields in a neighborhood 
of the origin in R2m such that &Y1 ,.,., -Yv, , X, ,..., S,,, are linearly independent. 
Suppose that [X, , Xj] =- Si.X, .-~ zYjSi is a linear combination of S, ,..., ‘Yv, , 
XI ,..., .Y,,, fey all i, j - I,..., m. Then it is possible to introduce local coordinates 
E1 , [, ,..., E2,,, such that <, z-m tj ~: iti ,,, , j I I,..., m, and the equations 
Sj(.) 0, j I ,... , 111. 
are equivalent to the Cauchy-Riemann equations 
;(.)!;<j 0, ,j = -- 1 ,...r 111. 
JZoreozer, if -YI ,... S,, depend dtferentiably on one or more parameters, then the 
complex 5 coordinates are drrerentiable in these parameters. 
Suppose S, ,..., S, is a basis for H(M) near p, and the excess dimension e of 
the Levi algebra of Mnearp is constant. Then we can find vectors fields Yr ,,.., Y, 
in the real tangent bundle to -ZI near p, such that X1 ,..., A;, , S, ,..., ,Y,,, , 
1; )..., Y, satisfy the conditions of the classical Frobenius Theorem. We choose 
complex vector fields XV,, i ,..., A’,,,.+ E in @” near p such that .ReXm+, ::: 
Yl )..., Rex,,,,,, I’, , x-1 ,“‘, -1-w ., ,x’, ,...I X,7+. satisfy the conditions of the 
classical Frobenius Theorem, and -1; ,..., A\-,,is,, satisfy the conditions of the 
complex Frobenius Theorem. Hy the classical Frobenius Theorem through 
each point in an open neighborhood of p in @j, there exists a Cm real 2(m -t e)- 
dimensional submanifold which is integrable with respect to X1 ,..., A-?, ir , 
.q )...) xT,,,e Applying the complex Frobenius Theorem, we find that each such 
real manifold is a complex (m -;- e)-dimensional submanifold of @” (something 
like this is done in [4]). If e : 0, these complex manifolds actually lie in M (see 
Sommer [ 131). 
One of the most important aspects of our uniqueness theory is the concept of 
characteristic. Let S be a Cl (k -.- l)-dimensional submanifold of M and let 
p E AZ. It is shown in [7] that S is characteristic at p for & (or noncharacteristic 
at p) if and only if H,(S) == H,(M) (or H,(S) 74 H,(N)). The manifold S is said 
to be a characteristic if it is characteristic at each of its points. 
The problem that concerns us is the local uniqueness across noncharac- 
teristics of CR-functions on M. Before beginning the proof of our main theorem, 
let us give a brief history of similar uniqueness results with methods of proofs 
used. Our first result is global in nature, but certainly the local uniqueness 
theory in this case can be deduced from its statement. Its proof depends on the 
CR-extension theory 191. 
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THEOREM 2 [8]. Let AZ be a connected C” real k-dimensional submanifold of 
en, and let the excess dimension of the Levi algebra be maximal at every point of Al. 
Then any CR-function on AI which vanishes on any nonempty open subset of ilP must 
be identically zero on :ld. 
If 113 is a manifold with maximal excess dimension as in Theorem 2, then it is 
impossible for 111 to contain any C” characteristics. For instance, assume that ;I/ 
is a generic manifold in @” with dimc:W,(M) = k -- n for ercry point p in 111, 
and assume S is a Ca real (k - 1)-d’ imensional CR-submanifold of 111 with 
H,(fiZ) = HP(S) for every p E S (i.e., S is a CZ characteristic). Since the excess 
dimension for M is maximal when e =: (2~ - k), the excess dimension for S is 
(2n - R) also. But results in [8] show that the maximal excess dimension possible 
for S is (2~ - k - 1). In the hypersurface case this means that M can contain no 
complex manifolds of dimension (n - 1) if the Levi form (to be defined later) 
does not vanish anywhere on JZ. If M is not a hypersurface, then the uniqueness 
results of this article are the only ones known to us in which CT characteristics 
in M can actually exist (if we ignore the e 0 case). 
For a hypersurface .I2 in U?, we have a complete answer given to our unique 
continuation problem by the next theorem. The method of proof uses the 
theory relating the cohomology of ?,&, to the cohomology of ? on @” of [ 121, and 
the classical Kontinuit~tssatz. 
THEOREM 3 [7]. Let M be a C= real hypersurface in C”, and let Q C AI he 
an open set with p E Sz. Let Y E Cl(Q) satisfy r(p) =- 0 and dr(p) =f. 0. Suppose the 
level surface S =-- {x E Qn: r(x) = 0) is noncharacteristic for z,V, at p. Then there is a 
neighborhood w of p such that if u is a distribution solution to the equation ?,,ru = 0 
insandu-OinQ~={(sEQ:r(x) >Of,thenu-:Oinw. 
As noted before the statement of this theorem, one of the main tools used in 
the proof is the theory of Polking and \$~ells [12], which relates the a,,-cohomology 
on A1 to the %cohomology on @” (this is a generalization of the work of Andreotti 
and Hill [I]). Using this theory as in [7] requires the validity of the Poincare 
lemma for 0 in an open convex set in @“. The work of Polking and Wells has 
been generalized by Andreotti et a/. [2], where they derive the relation between 
the 2,G1-cohomology on a generic manifold 123 to the i,W’-cohomology on a real 
manifold M’ of one higher real dimension and containing ~11. To apply this in 
our uniqueness theory would require knowledge of the Poincare lemma for iln,‘, 
which is generally unknown. \1 e possibly could use this in our uniqueness 
theory in the case that the excess dimension e 1 1, but methods derived in this 
article will cover this case anyway. 
We need one more result, namely, the CR-extension theorem under the 
assumption of constant excess dimension. 
THEOREM 4 [6]. Let JI be a P real k-dimensional CR-submanifold of @‘l, 
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and assume that the e.vcess dimension e of the Lmi algebra on AI is constant Neal 
p t Al. Then there exists a C’ real (k e)-dimensional CR-suhmanifold ii1 of @” 
which contains 31 near p in its boundary and such that each (‘II-junction f on Al 
extends uniqueLv to a C’K-funrtion f on ill. 
We novv state and prove the principal result of this paper. 
THEOREM 5. Let III he a C’ real k-dimensional (‘Ii-suhmanqold of @“, and 
let the excess dimension e of the Leoi algebra on iU be constant in a connected open 
neighborhood Q of p in AI. Let S he the suhmanifold of ;If de$ned hy S = (x E Q: 
r(x) =- 01, where r E P(Q), and assume that S is noncharacteristic at p. Then there 
exists a neighborhood w of p in Q such that any C‘K-function f on Q which oanishes 
071 Q 1 -~ (x E Q: r(x) -, 01 must be identically zero on 01. 
Proof. \Ye may assume that .If Q and iIf is the neighborhood of p given 
in Theorem 4. Thus vve have that f is a CR-function on M, which we assume is 
generic with k ’ II. By Theorem 4, there exists a CV real (k I- e)-dimensional 
generic manifold A? with ill in its boundary and a C’R-functionJon A? so that 
f 111 ~~ f. Consider the union of all complex (k - PI 1~ e)-dimensional manifolds 
that intersect 111 and which exist by the discussion following Theorem I. It is 
shown in [6] that ~11 must be contained in this union. Thus M is foliated b! 
complex manifolds which intersect 31, and J is holomorphic on each such 
manifold. Consider that particular complex manifold C which contains p. Since S 
is noncharacteristic at p there exists a vector z t rl,,(:U) such that u1$ II,,(S). 
This vector z is a complex tangent vector to C at p, and this implies that both 
.Q. and Rm (X t Q: r(x) < 0} contain points from the intersection of C with JZ. 
The same is true for the set T of those complex manifolds which intersect S 
near p, and the intersection of I’ with .I/ fills up an open neighborhood w of p in 
~11. Let Q E B n Q and do the extension as in Theorem 4 at y. So there exists an 
extension j: a manifold 3-2 C il7 such that 1’ assumes the boundary values f in an 
open neighborhood of y in w n R’ B\- the uniqueness of extension f == f on 
-iI, and hence f ~~~ 0 on A’l. Now we consider the complex manifold in the set 
T which contains Q and intersects ,\‘. By the unique continuation of holomorphic 
functions, we have thatf 0 on this comples manifold. Repeating this for each 
q~~nR~,wefindthatf 0 on T, and hencef 0 on w. Q.r:.D. 
In the proof just completed vvc notice that the intersection of C with .If is a C’ 
real (2(k ~ n) e)-dimensional manifold ,Z1,. . This .lZc is generic satisfying 
lI(‘ll~) ff(jW UC 7 and its I,cv-i algebra has excess dimension e, which is 
equal to the real codimension of .\‘I/,. in C. By Theorem 2 we have that any C“ 
CR-function which vanishes on a nonempty open subset of :lic must vanish 
identically on ,\I,. . Repeating this argument at nearby points, we obtain that 
Theorem 5 can be proved hv applving Theorem 2 instead of Theorem 4. AIorc- 
over, this shovvs that the following result is true for a C” C’R-function ,f on .I/. 
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Let ,a be a point in the boundary of the support off. Then there is an open 
neighborhood U of z in M so that the component of the boundary of this support 
containing z intersected with Z.’ is a (2n - k - E ~ I)-real parameter family of 
manifolds like Al, 
Thus we have unique continuation across noncharacteristics of CR-functions 
on AT. It is interesting that the following result is true. If we consider onl! 
continuous CR-distributions in Theorem 3, and assume such distributions vanish 
only on S, it is shown in [7] that there exists an open neighborhood w of p in *II 
such that these distributions vanish on W. If we attempt to do the same thing in 
‘Theorem 5, we obtain results when c =- 0 or e =m= 1. The case P 0 can &o 
be found in 1141. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let AI he a CL real k-dimensional CR-submanifold of @‘I, 
and let the excess dimension e of the Levi algebra on dl be identically 0 or 1 in a 
connected open neighborhood Q of p in h4. Let S be the sub~na~li~old of Jr d@ined 
by S == (x E 9: y(x) =-= 0), where I E Cl(Q), and assume that S is noncharac- 
teristic at p. Then exists a neighborhood w of p in Q such that any continuous 
CR-distribution u on Q which vanishes on S must also vanish 011 W. 
Proof. If e -= 0, we have by the discussion following the Complex Frobenius 
Theorem that Q (we may have to shrink Q) can be represented as a real (211 - k)- 
parameter family of complex (k - n)-dimensional manifolds (again assuming 
that JZ is generic and k > n). Since S is noncharacteristic for 6,,, at p, each 
complex manifold of dimension (k ~ n) which intersects S near p must do 
transversally, and the set of all such complex manifolds form an open neigh- 
borhood w of p in Q. The intersection of each complex manifold with 5’ contains 
a generic (with respect to the complex manifold, which we can assume is @i--1’) 
manifold of dimension (k - rz), this again following from the fact that S is 
noncharacteristic at p. Sow u is holomorphic on each complex (k -- n)-dimen- 
sional manifold and vanishes on a generic (with respect to the complex manifold) 
manifold of dimension (k - 12). However, this implies that u vanishes identically 
on each such complex manifold. Thus u 0 on 0, itself. 
If e = 1, we again apply the results following Theorem 1. Each comples 
(k - n + I)-dimensional manifold intersecting S near p does so in such a wa! 
that both sZ,m and Q- (as defined in the proof of Theorem 5) contain points from 
the intersection of each complex manifold with JZ. The intersections of such a 
complex manifold with 11// is a real (2(k -. x ~+ I) --- I)-dimensional suh- 
manifold of ,W, and hence a real hypersurface in the complex manifold. The 
intersection of each complex manifold with S is noncharacteristic at p in the 
corresponding real hypersurface. Applying the results for hypersurfaces 
mentioned previously to ever! such hypersurface yields the desired result. 
Q.E.D. 
If one considers the CR-functions on a hypersurface, then it is pro\-& in [S] 
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that a CR-function which vanishes on a Cr generic n-dimensional s&manifold 
Ah? of -22 containing p must vanish on an open neighborhood of p in M. Imitating 
the preceding proof and applying this result prove our next proposition. 
hOYOSITlOx 7. Let iI1 be a C’ real k-dimensional generic submanijold of UZ”, 
k YZ n, and let the excess dimension e of the Levi algebra be identically 0 OY 1 in u 
connected open neighborhood .Q of p iti M. Let N be a Cm7 n-dimensional submanifold 
of Q containing p. Then any CR-function f which vanishes on N near p must also 
vanish in some open ne(qhborhood w of p in M. 
1V\r, believe that Theorem 5 and Propositions 6 and 7 are true with no restric- 
tion whatsoel-er on the excess dimension. An interesting problem is encountered 
in considering a possible proof of Proposition 7 if the excess dimension of the 
Levi algebra is constant (without necessarily being 0 or I ). Given a holomorphic 
function ,g on a connected open set 0 in C” and a C” generic real n-dimensional 
submanifold S of 0 on which R vanishes, then we know that R must vanish 
identically in 0. However, suppose that N is in the boundary of 0, and R is a 
(“ CR-function on :lI, a C’ real k-dimensional generic manifold containing N. 
If g is C’ on 0 u *If, is it true that R is identically zero in 0 ? If N contains an 
open subset of II4 , lL then the classical Holmgren uniqueness theorem answers this 
question affirmative]!-. If this is true in general, then we can prove Proposition 7 
for arbitrary constant excess dimension. 
If the submanifold S in ‘I’heorem 5 (or Proposition 6 and Proposition 7) is a 
characteristic, the following example shows that the CR-functions may not 
continue uniquely across S. I,et .I1 be the Cm real four-dimensional generic 
submanifold of @” given as the common zero set of the functions p1 y, -- z:& , 
p2 =- y2 . \vhcre z, s, i>l! , j I, 2, 3, in C”. (‘omputing, we find that the 
excess dimension of the I,evi algebra on X is 1 everywhere. Consider the sub- 
manifold S described as the common zero set of pL , pz , and sz Sow .Y is a 
(“ C’R-submanifold of .lI which is a characteristic. The CR-function f defined 
b\ 
vanishes on one side of S in JZ, but not on the other. It is interesting to notice 
that if we apply the Complex Frobenius Theorem to this example, then the set S 
is the intersection of a complex manifold C of dimension 2 with .I[. Also, the 
function .f is a CR-function on the hypersurface S defined as the zero set of yi . 
Thus the fact that S stops the unique continuation off across itself in .\I is a 
consequence of the fact that (’ stops the unique continuation off across itself 
in S. 
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3. AXOTHER METHOD 
The results of the preceding section depend on the excess dimension of the 
Levi algebra on M being constant, at least near the point p E M under considera- 
tion. We want to develop a method which will apply in many cases when the 
excess dimension can vary near p. Let D be the open unit disk in the complex 
plane and T the Cartesian product of s compact intervals of the real line. Suppose 
we have a continuous map F: D x T - C” such that F is holomorphic in 5 E n 
for every fixed “parameter value ” in T. Then we have an s-parameter family of 
analytic Asks. The CR-extension theory of [9] involves the construction of 
analytic disks whose boundaries fill up a neighborhood of some point p in the 
CR-manifold M. These disks are constructed with respect to a complex tangent 
vector to 113 at p. Conditions are then given so that the CR-functions extend in 
some manner over the disks. For the purpose of our uniqueness theory, it seems 
reasonable to construct the disks with respect to a complex tangent vector to Mat 
p which is not in the complex tangent space to the Ci real (k - I)-dimensional 
submanifold S of M, as the following result shows. 
'THEOREM 8. Let i‘IZ be a C>- real k-dimensional CR-manifold in 0, n > 1, and 
let Q be a connected open neighborhood of p E M. Let S be the submanifold of M 
defined by S := {x E J2: r(x) -: 01, where Y E Cl(Q), and assume that S is non- 
characteristic for sM at p. Suppose the CR-functions on AI extend to holomorphic 
functions on those disks (and in the disk variable) which are constructed with respect 
to a vector z E H*(M) which is not in H,(S). Then there exists an open neighborhood 
w of p such that a CR-function f on SJ which vanishes on Q i- :-- {x E Q: r(x) > 0} 
must vanish identically on Q. 
Proof. The boundaries of the analytic disks constructed with respect to z 
fill up a neighborhood of p in dl. We consider the set of those disks which 
intersect S. If those boundaries of disks which are in this set actually lie in S, 
then we have contradicted the fact that z $ H,(S). Thus the boundaries that 
intersect 5’ must do so transversally, except in the case of a degenerate disk 
(which is a point). Hence there is a neighborhood w C n of p in M such that a 
dense set of points in w (the degenerate disks form a nowhere dense set) are 
contained in the boundaries which intersect S transversally near p. Let D’ be a 
disk with ?D’ intersecting S transversally. Since f is holomorphic on 11’ and 
f -1 0 on ?ZY n W, the classical Holmgren theorem implies that the extension 
off, .f, is identically zero on D’, and hence .f is zero on PP. Continuity gives us 
that f 0 on 0. Q.E.D. 
An obv-ious question to ask is when do the CR-functions on Jf extend to 
holomorphic functions on those particular analytic disks (and in the disk variable) 
given in Theorem 8 ? It is proved in [I 51 that the germs of holomorphic functions 
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in a neighborhood of -11 extend to germs of holomorphic functions in a neighbcjr- 
hood of the union of the disks. This leads us to the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 9. Let Al be a C’ real k-dimensional CR-manifold in OZi’, u 1. 
Suppose the CR-firnctions on .lf can be approximated uniform/y on a compact 
subset K of d( containiq the point p in its interior by holomorphic functions in a 
neighborhood of K. Let B C Ii be an open connected rteighborhood of p. .Assume 
that the C’ submanifold S :~~~ [MY F -Q: r(x) 01 is noncharacteristic .for i,, at p. 
Then there exists an open neighborhood LI) of p in Al such that any CR-function f on Q 
which vanishes on Q j 1 .I E Q: r(s) .,’ 01 must vanish identically on W. 
Kirenberg [I l] has given nice sufficient conditions for such a holomorphic 
approximation to take place. 
There is another case in which we can guarantee the CR-extension in such a 
way that the extended functions are holomorphic on each disk. If S is non- 
characteristic at p E SC ;lZ, then there is a vector z E H,(M) with z $ II,,(S). 
Assume that *III near p is given as the intersection of the hypersurfaces which 
are the zero sets of the C’ functions p1 ,..., pn,( ,: (‘onsider the matrices 
If the inner product of any one of these matrices with the vector z is nonzero, 
then we say that the Levi form on 111 with respect to a complex tangent vector 
transverse to S at p is nonvanishing. By the work in [9], we have the desired 
extension of the CR-functions as given in Theorem 8, thus yielding the following 
local uniqueness result. 
(COROLLARY 10. I,et M be a CV- CR-submanijold qf @‘I, n > I, and let B be 
a connected open neighborhood of p in M. A4ssume that the Cl submanifSt 
S == {x E Q: r(x) =- 0) is noncharacteristic for ?h.r at p. Suppose that the Levi form 
on I%I at p restricted to a complex tangent vector transverse to S at p is non- 
vanishing. Then there exists a neighborhood w of p in M such that a CR-function f 
on Q which aanishes on Q- ~~~ {.Y E Q: r(x) ‘> 0) must vanish on w. 
Remark. As stated before, we believe that Theorem 5 is independent of the 
assumption on the excess dimension. If this is true, it would mean that the 
results of this last section are unnecessary. However, the methods to prove this 
arc not yet apparent. ‘I%e assumption of constant excess dimension in Theorem 5 
and the restricted Levi form in Corollary 10 are geometrical in nature. The 
assumption regarding holomorphic approximation in Corollary 9 is function 
theoretical, but the cases in which it is known depend on the geometry of 
Jr [l I]. 
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